Ice Cream Boat

Smith Mountain Lake - 2021

Pirate’s Weekend

A sailboat

Scavenger Hunt Sponsor:
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www.bedfordlandings.com
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The Fireboat
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____A beautiful sunset
____Feeding the fish
(carp) at Bridgewater *
____People tubing
____Person on a jet ski
____The house where “What About
Bob” the movie was filmed
____The dam (R 1)
____Something unusual

Please enjoy this scavenger hunt. It is designed for family fun while visiting Smith Mountain Lake.
Bedford Landings B &B is a 5-star Bed & Breakfast located between the Virginia Dare cruise boat and the SML State Park. Bedford
Landings assembled this scavenger hunt just for Pirate’s weekend. It will give your boating a little fun and focus for the kids! Have fun! Aaarg!
Virginia Dare- Located near R 20, offers a lunch or dinner cruise.
Boat Church- Sunday worship by boat at 9:30. Travel past Carter Island. It is located 0.75 miles south-southeast of Buoy B-4 on Blackwater Creek.
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Franklin Community Park - This park used to be part of the state park on the Bedford County side of the lake. When the lake was flooded over 50 years ago, it split the state
park and this section was given to Franklin County. It is located midway through the “S” curve.
Ice Cream Boat - The ice cream boat is a treat to find. They have a facebook page and a regular schedule. Just wave them down and buy some ice cream!
Fireboat - hopefully you won’t see this in action but they are here if we need them!

The Seaplane – It’s fun to see this plane on floats land or take off from the water. But stay clear. They can’t see that well and it takes a lot of water to take off. NEVER race
the seaplane!
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Sailboat- a breezy day makes a good sailing day. There is a sailing club on the lake, near R11. There is also an island nearby named Goat Island.
Carter Island- Near R-12. this private island can be yours for just a few million dollars! There is a manor house, a guesthouse. and lots of wildlife on the island.
This “Hunt” is designed for only a portion of SML. There are 500 miles of shoreline. For more fun finding the gems of the lake, see this story.
http://www.smithmountainlake.com/webmin/other/most-memorable-stories/article_54c38978-ef0e-53cb-95e0-16e52eda5b7f.html
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